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eFiling System Updates 
Release 1.06.07 
December 10, 2022 

Release summary 
An updated version of the eFiling System is being released on December 10, 2022. The focus of this 
particular release (version 1.06.07) is on enhancements, minor defects and under the hood technical 
enhancements. 
 
These release notes provide the details of the release and are grouped by functional areas.  

 
New features 
A new feature is a functional change that has been requested and approved to be incorporated into the system. 

 
Description of change  

 
Find 

The eFiling System Find > Regulatory documents, Applications, and Dispositions screens, and website page 
Recent updates, are updated to retrieve and display results for all applicants of a proceeding. The Primary 
applicant columns displayed in screens and exported reports are renamed to Applicant(s). 
 
Filings 
New filing type Reply to AUC correspondence is added. The filing type represents the deadline for external 
parties to respond to AUC correspondence and is only available when the AUC creates the associated 
schedule type. 
 
Schedule 
New schedule type Reply to AUC correspondence is added. 

 

Fixes 
A fix is a correction to the system where it was producing an error or was not operating as originally designed. 

 
Description of change  
 
Single user profile 

Single user profiles are now automatically recognized by the system as confidential administrators. The 
fix enables system notifications to be issued to the single user when a third party files an undertaking 
requesting access to the single user’s confidential information.  

 
Applications 
A system error triggered by changing the application type in an existing draft application form is 
resolved. The fix ensures that the draft application form clears existing data and generates a new form 
for any new data requirements as a result of the new application type. The message confirming loss of 
data from the existing draft application form is restored. 
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Find 

System functionality to look up multiple parties at one time is fixed to recognize and retrieve search 
results for user and organizational names that contain a comma in the name.  

 
Directions 

Permissions are fixed to only allow the responsible party assigned to a direction to map a response to 
that direction. 

In the Direction details screen, the Proceeding satisfying direction window now updates when the 
proceeding satisfying the direction changes. 

Filtering menus available on the Find Directions and My Directions screens are updated to remove 
internal statuses. 

 
Registered parties 

Spelling errors are corrected in the Participant registration form. 

Inconsistent enforcement of optional and mandatory land locations in the Participant registration form 
is resolved. 

 

 


